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What the paper does?

Evaluation of intended and unintended consequences of Macropru policy

 Intended: effects on HH loans and house prices

 Unintended: effects on consumption and GDP

Revisiting existing empirical literature by exploiting a larger (great!) dataset

from several sources (34 AE and 29 EMDE for 1990Q1-2016Q4)

― “dummy-type” approach: categorical variable for Macropru actions

Improving the assessment of effects of borrower-level policies (LTV):

 comparing results from categorical vs. quantitative information for LTV

 potential non-linear effects

• The initial level of the LTV may matter

• The size of the change in LTV may matter

 Several estimation techniques; Propensity Score matching to better deal with

endogeneity concerns and attenuation bias
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Main results

Result # 1: significant effect on targeted instrument (HH credit) while weaker

on house prices

Result #2: mild side-effects on real consumption

Result #3: Non-linear effects on HH debt while not on real consumption

– Declining with the size of the LTV adjustment (explanation: regulatory arbitrage leads to an

increase in non-banks and cross-border lending which are not “treated”)

– If the initial LTV level is already tight effect on credit is weaker but that on consumption is

stronger

Other important results

EMDE vs AE: interesting twist but mixed results; some techniques

(propensity score matching) hardly to be applied

Effects of LTV policy essentially reflect the experience in Asian countries

(maybe in Latin America) characterized by low-income borrowers
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General comment: this study is necessary!

Evaluating effects of Macropru actions is difficult

 Broad range of policy actions and related transmission channels

 Variation for some policies is very limited across countries and time

What can policymakers do?

1. Event studies with very granular data for the effect of a single tool on a

single country with treated and non-treated economic agents

 Pros: reach more robust identification; heterogeneity across agents help in

understanding the transmission mechanism

 Cons: issues related to the external validity of results for other countries and

tools; no role for structural features in the transmission mechanism

2. Cross-country studies with aggregate data

 Pros: estimates of aggregate effects; comparison between different policy

actions; role for structural features in the transmission mechanism

 Cons: identification is weaker; identification of channels more difficult



Main points to addressed/clarified

What about the transmission of LTV changes?

 Heterogeneity across agents: key channel is number of constrained

borrowers in the economy

 Importance of domestic bank lending in financing the housing sector

 Non-bank lending (when not affected by policy)

 Foreign lenders and/or international capital flows

 Segmentation of housing market

How do non-linear effects relate to these mechanisms?

What about side-effects of LTV changes?

 If housing markets is difficult to be affected via Macropru actions on banks,

wealth effect is not surprisingly limited

 Rebalancing between consumption and savings depends on property structure

of the economy and rent-to-price ratio



Alternative explanations

House prices and credit: a two-way link

Supply-side Macropru negatively affect loans to construction firms (which are usually

more leveraged), which, in turn lower new residential investments, housing supply and

sustaining house prices!

What about effects on credit to (construction) firms and housing supply?

Non-linear effects on credit while less on consumption. Why?

Does intensity of LTV

change really matter?

Effects are concentrated on

EMDE & low-income

countries; capability to saving

is low and constant over time



Specification and econometric issues

 Panel regressions with time and country fixed-effects: how results change if you

drop time fixed-effects?

 What about the asymmetric effects of loosing vs. easing?

 Implemented in different phases of the business cycle

 Important to validate potential asymmetric “side-effects”

 Exploring interaction terms between variables may be interesting

 Any conflict with monetary policy? What about interactions with short-rate?

 What about interaction terms between concomitant (are there?) Micro and

Macropru actions? Policy implications are very relevant

 Outcome variable: total HH debt include both mortgages and consumer credit

but LTV limits are designed to affect the former and house prices; consumer

credit reacts mostly to business cycle rather than housing cycle



What about Advanced Economies?

Acceleration in usage of

macroprudential policies

in relation to post-crisis

reforms aiming at

improving the resilience

of the banking system

(e.g. Basel III, 2016

CRR/CRDIV framework

in the EU).

Supply-side actions

related to capital increases

where intensity matters

No policy actions for

most of the sample: what

about effects on post-

crisis period?
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Take away & policy issues

 Great dataset potentially useful for addressing many policy issues

 “Demand-side” policy actions successful in targeting credit but not

house prices; why?

 More effective in EMDE low-income countries;

 What about AE countries? Maybe to early to answer!

 No so much evidence on effects on banks’ resilience. What about

risk-taking channel of Macroprudential policy?

 Interaction between Macro & Micro prudential policies may be

important



Thanks for your attention!


